
 

 
 

 

 

 

                              

                           

                        

                     

                                

 

More child resistant. 
 

With 100% effectiveness before demonstration and 98% 

effectiveness after, Pop & Click packaging passed full 

CPSC child safety protocol with outstanding results. Rest 

easy knowing this packaging system is a proven 

deterrent to inquisitive children. 
 

More senior-friendly. 
 

86% of seniors tested rate Pop & Click packaging easier 

to open than other child resistant systems. Hands-free 

opening and closing options make Pop & Click a great 

choice for seniors and those with limited finger mobility. 
 

Creates new excitement around your brand. 
 

Pop & Click is an attention-getter. The unique look and 

novel way it opens differentiates your packaging from the 

competition. This creates new excitement around your 

brand and helps to attract more consumers. 

 
 

 
 

Consistent look for different quantities. 
 

Available in three sizes: 60cc, 100cc, and 120cc. The 

special 38mm finish allows the cylinders and the closures 

to work together, creating a CPSC-approved child 

resistant container, providing brand consistency for your 

product line. The 60cc cylinder accommodates 1g of 

cannabis flower; the 120cc cylinder accommodates 3.5g. 
 

Supports source reduction. 
 

Exclusive Pop & Click closures are one-piece closures 

that use up to 65% less plastic than a comparable 38mm 

push and turn closure. When you use the entire Pop & 

Click system, plastic consumption is reduced over a 

similar cylinder with a push and turn closure. 

For more information, contact your sales representative or our customer service department.  

610-367-5000 

Introducing Our Family of  

Pop & Click™ Cylinders 

 
Achieve Greater Sustainability with Pop & Click Packaging 

In a circular economy, making new cylinders from PCR resins removes 

plastic from the environment by converting discarded plastic back into 

resin that can be used again. In addition to traditional HDPE, our Pop & 

Click Cylinders are available in Post-Consumer Recycled (PCR) HDPE. 

Switching is easy: PCR HDPE is virtually identical to virgin HDPE. Plus, 

PCR HDPE is FDA-approved and ASTM-tested, and is fully recyclable in 

the current recycle stream.  

60cc Reduces 
total package 
consumption 

by 22% 

100cc Reduces 
total package 
consumption 

by 23% 

120cc Reduces 
total package 
consumption 

by 27% 


